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Tailing 'TRACE/Y'
The Liverpool Biennial of
Contemporary Art

susan pui san lok

It is the Sunday after the opening(s) of the UK's
first ever Biennial of Contemporary Art, and
Liverpool is playing an oddly quiet host.
Sympathetically hung over, from too much art
and alcohol already? As dazed, perhaps, as those
amongst us turning our bright blue Biennial maps
this way and that, endeavouring to decipher the
proliferation of symbols encoding the 'what',
'when' and 'where' of innumerable shows/
projections/interventions/performances/events.
Banners across the city announce at intervals, '350
Artists, 24 Countries, 61 Sites, I City', the concise,
compact(ing), diminishing inventory suggesting
the effortless convergence of disparate terms: the
collapsing of borders, the compression of
temporalities and spatialities, the accommodation
and reconciliation of so many 'outsiders', inside.
A seductive if deceptively simple equation, it
reads something like the quick-n-easy, mix-it-all-
together ingredients for a metro-cosmopolitan,
multi-cultural cake, invoking the familiar if
increasingly problematic and diluted rhetoric of
'cultural diversity' and 'melting pots' — an
instant biennial, 'just add water'. What makes it
an appealingly reductive litany is precisely the
prospect of being able to grasp the Biennial 'as a
whole'; And yet, belying its actual dispersal and
fragmentation, such an assertion of coherence and
unity, scope and scale, purpose, import and
identity, works to undermine and distract from
the possibilities generated by its very incoherence
and disunity, ultimately enacting a retreat from its
own critical and subversive potential.

Unlike its well-established and better known
precedents (Venice, Sāo Paolo, Sydney), there is
no single, centralised architectural space; there are
no national pavilions diwied-up by richer or
poorer, no international prizes, no single over-
arching theme. Instead we have four components
or strands: TRACE', the international exhibition
of 61 artists, curated by Anthony Bond of the New
South Wales Gallery in Australia; and TRACEY',
its local, national and international artists-led alter
ego. Between them they occupy diverse 'official'
and 'alternative' sites, from the Albert Dock's Täte

to the Liverpool Cathedral, from the Open Eye
Gallery and Bluecoat Arts Centre to billboards,
department stores, car parks and vans. The largest
single venue for 'TRACE' is the evocatively
named Exchange Flags, also home to this year's
'newcontemporaries' student and graduate
showcase which has been brought, along with the
biannual 'John Moores' painting exhibition at the
Walker Gallery, under the Biennial umbrella.

Having arrived two days earlier for the Biennial
conference,1 intermittent encounters with
'TRACE/Y' had thus far included an eagerly
offered plate of croissants between stacks of clay
suitcases and bubble-topped chairs; the would-be-
sexy twenty pairs of 'artLovers' (an inevitable
anti-clirhax?); a failed search for a phantom ship; a
blindfolded performance at dusk; and the
requisite chainsaws and fire.2 Criss-crossing
galleries, churches and shopping centres,
stopping on pavements and hovering by water,
the ambiguously intertwined 'TRACE/Y' appears
to inhabit the city with a reciprocated ease —
although it could, I suppose, be apathy. In any
case, if the Biennial itself — scattered, in/visible, a
thoroughly urban experience — seems at odds
with aspirations towards/expectations of some
kind of Art Olympics, it certainly demands
Olympiad reserves of energy from its diffused
and transient audience. Post-conference, how to
negotiate in five hours the 320-or-so artists and 50-
something sites remaining? Still reeling from
some 15 artists', curators' and writers'
elaborations/evasions of puns and plays on
'traces' of one kind or another, I struggle to
remember what, beyond an impressive checklist
of names and places, the Biennial is supposed to
be all about.

Inside the entrance of Exchange Flags,
abandoning one map, I encounter another.
Cleo Broda's Local Information Guide of
schematised white lines and nameless streets
and buildings opens up imaginary, alternative,
partial routes through a pre-Biennial city, a
key of idiosyncratic symbols ('Handy holes to
push things down', 'Places for misinterpre-
tations', 'Good spot to wear a wig') intimating
the incidental habits and histories of
anonymous passing visitors and long-time
residents; Nick Laessing's chandelier shakes
with the thundering of a nearby invisible train;
Louise Camrass lies in the grass musing at
cows musing back.3 Walking into a shaft of
light, Kumi Yamashita's seemingly random
disarray of wooden bric-a-brac suddenly
coalesces into a woman's slender, striding
silhouette. In a corner, Dorothy Cross's instal-
lation of a retired light ship painted with
layers of phosphorescent paint, subsequently
flooded with ultraviolet light and sited near
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V

Adrian Piper, Sa/é, 1990, details of installation
enlarged photographs with silk-screened text, audio track

Courtesy of the artist and Paula Cooper Gallery, New York
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Dublin Bay, is represented by its original
model. A length of dining tables draws me into
another room until I spot the rotting pigs' heads,
ears and black balloons, part of Alistair
MacLennan's week-long performance/instal-
lation. His unnerving, shrouded presence and the
general stench drives me out again. Adrian Piper
presents a series of enlarged magazine
photographs of large groups of smiling and
laughing African and Asian people, each
'celebratory' image of indusivity disrupted by a
silkscreen caption, reading, 'We are within
youVWe are among youVYou are safeVWe are
around you'. In the basement, a black and white
video plays back comic/violent confrontations
between Pierrick Sorin as himself and his
imaginary twin Jean Loup, while real twins Jane
and Louise Wilson float up and down on
trampolines, crash through fake walk and walk
through fire. Erwin Wurm places an orange
between chin and chest and invites you to do the
same. Over by the dock, the pungent aromas of
Ernesto Neto's pendulous, spice-filled, stocking-
like hangings fill one of the Täte gallery floors,

Adriana Varejao's painted blue tiles are torn away
to reveal fleshy entrails, and Miroslaw Balka's
slippery square platform infuses the upper rooms
with a sweet, soapy perfume, further slithers
wedged into a metal window grid.4 By the time I
get to the Bluecoat, I am already suffering from
'art-fatigue'; it is, in any case, dosed.

In spite of the segregated strands, spaces blur.
In the gutted out Exchange Flags, minding uneven
floors and ends of sockets, I quite literally stumble
from the videos and installations of the 'newcon-
temporaries' to those of their not-so-new interna-
tional counterparts, without initially registering
the difference. Elsewhere, TRACEY', the contra-
dictory, expansion and diminutive of TRACE',
lurks and charges around the dty like a tempera-
mental adolescent in a love-hate relationship with
authority. Impersonating, doubling, shadowing
her ward, it gets interesting when 'TRACE' get
confused with 'TRACEY', both everywhere and
nowhere, neither one nor the other. Ultimately
however, 'TRACE' prevails, dominating the
proceedings and hanging around in the form of a
badly posed question: 'So what has this artist/that

Pierrick Sorin, Pierrick et Jean Loup, 1994, black and white video still
Courtesy of Galerie J Rabouan Moussion, Paris
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work got to do with...?' Even while the term
'trace' may itself engender limitless readings, its
mobilisation as a singular framing device works
conversely to superficially unify and delimit the
artists and their works. If sheer numbers imply
difference and diversity, the imposition or a
theme suggests an impulse to curtail any
'excessive' disparity and check potential conflict.
The common point of reference does no favours
for the works (though some come off better than
others), each taking on the brief to differing
degrees, yet hazarding reduction to a vague
illustration of a vague set of ideas. As such, it is
hard to allay suspicions that the inclusion of
'newcontemporaries' and the 'John Moores' in the
Biennial boils down to little more than an exercise
in mutual aggrandisement, a marketing ploy that
certainly succeeds in raising Liverpool's cultural
profile, but leaves questions as to the motives and
possibilities of a Biennial unanswered.

Why 'trace'? The curatorial premise for the
international exhibition was to explore 'the theme
of trace in contemporary international art', taking
as its starting point 'Liverpool's particular
geographical location as a port, and its social,
economic and political histories in relation to the
rest of the world'. 'Trace', we are told, 'suggests
materials or objects that allow us to reconstruct
histories through our personal memories and
associations.'5 'We' might then ask, 'Who/what is
this 'we'/ 'us'/ 'our'?' Whose memories, histories,
bodies, geographies? De-centralised, the Biennial
may seem to have circumvented hierarchical
matters of /nations' and 'canons', but it is
nevertheless concerned with the UK's cultural
status within an international frame. What kind of
dysfunctional 'brave new Biennial' might
Liverpool have encountered if some of the
questions raised during the conference — around
the 'pluralistic assumption of inclusiveness'
(Poshyananda), ethno-museological de/construc-
tions of knowledge (Wilson), the playing out of
'class' and 'English-ness' (Sekula, Stallabrass),
'authorship' and 'provenance' (Lewis) — had
preceded rather than succeeded the event?

At its opening, one of the first questions posed
to the conference panel concerned their
'positioning in relation to an "other"',"4 at the same
day's close was a collaborative performance from
the Liverpool-based poet Levi Tafari, self-styled
'urban griot', and dancer Bisakha Sarker, both of
whom sought to situate their practices within 'the
community'. If the aim of the exhibition was to
'investigate the opportunities as well as the
dilemmas of international cultural exchange'/this
seems to have been at the general cost or
subjugation of a sustained interrogation of the

Miroslaw Balka, 150 x 206x5 (detail), 1999, steel and soap, 150 x 206 x 5 cm
Courtesy of the artist and London Projects, London Photo: Jerzy Gladykowski

'national' and the 'local'. What of the Biennial's
'others' — the de-originated, un-settled, disparate
immigrant communities therein/'outside'?*
Perhaps if the focus had been less on 'trace' as a
'concept', 'theme' or 'function', and the mapping
of 'common threads'' — more, rather, on 'trace' as
'interlocutor',"1 speaking, inscribing the processes
of trace-fng between and beyond binaries of
'subject'/'object', 'absence'/'presence', to contin-
uously under-cut-across the terms and limits of
the project's in/exclusivity and in/visibility, the
d/s-United Kingdom's first Biennial may have
proved a truly de-centering 'dilemma'/occasion
worth marking; the very un/ma(r)king of
TRACE'.

1 'TRACE: Memory, Materiality and Context in
Contemporary Art', Liverpool Art School, 24th - 25th
September, 1999. Organised by CAIR (Centre for Art
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Brighton, the contributors were Tony Bond, Apinan
Poshyananda, Fred Wilson, Jagjit Chuhan, Allan Sekula,
Julian Stallabrass, Levi Tafari, Bisarkha Sarker, Charles
Merewether, Nikos Papastergiadis, Suzanne Kuchler, Irit
Rogoff, Luis Camnitzer, Jacques Rangasamy, Reina Lewis
and Sean Cubitt

2 Cook Au Van and Galerie Van Tripp, a roving arts venue-
come-restaurant located in the back of a van; 'artLovers',
an exhibition focusing on 'artists who share their lives with
other artists', curated by Marda Fortes, at Compton House;
a projection of Dorothy Cross's Ghost Ship (1999) at Pier
Head; one of 14 performances by Domenico De Clario,
unfolding between seven sites over two weeks from the
opening of the Biennial; and 'Tend "er", part of the
opening night of 'TRACEY' at the Workhaus, an art gallery
and independent cinema.

3 Cleo Broda's Local Information Guide (1999); Nick Laessing's
Vibrating Chandelier (1999); Louise Camrass's Cows (1999),
in 'newcontemporaries99'.

4 Kumi Yamashita, Untitled (Walking Woman) (1997); Alistair
MacLennan, Unseeing Trace (1999); Adrian Piper, Safe
(1990); Pierrick Sorin, Pierrick et Jean Loup (1994); Jane and
Louise Wilson, Normapaths (1995); Erwin Wurm, One
Minute Sculptures (1999); Ernesto Neto, Densidade e Buracos
de Minhoca (1999); Adriana Varejao, Tilework in Live Flesh
(1999); Miroslaw Balka, 700 x700 x 3 (1999) and 150 x 206 x
5, (1999).

5 Anthony Bond, 'Introduction', 1st Liverpool Biennial of
International Biennial of Contemporary Art: TRACE,
exhibition catalogue. Tate Gallery Liverpool, 1999.

6 Andrew Brighton, personal notes from the first conference
panel discussion.

7 Bond, op cit.
8 The Canadian-based artist and writer Hank Bull, a

conference delegate, pointed out the lack of engagement
with Liverpool's Chinese community, the second largest in
Britain outside London, and the absence of Chinese artists
in the Biennial - a glaring omission considering their
dominating presence in Venice this year, described by one
critic as the 'wholesale co-optation of Chinese artists, who
have apparently been granted most-favored-nation status,
supplanting the Brits and the Japanese'. (Katy Siegel, 'Rad
Weather', in 'Sink or Swim: 48th Venice Biennale',
Artforum, September 1999, vol 58, no 1.)

9 Bond, op cit.
10 I refer here to Irit Rogoff's notion of 'art as interlocutor',

posited at the opening of her conference paper.

The Liverpool Biennial of Contemporary Art was
at various locations in the city of Liverpool from
24th September — 7th November, 1999.

Is East... East?

AliNobil

Ayub Khan-Din's 'autobiographical' new film,
East is East, currently being hailed as the new Full
Monty, looks certain to be a smash hit at the box
office, both in Britain and across the Atlantic. The
film has already received rave reviews from all
sectors of the mainstream media, conferring
celebrity status upon Khan-Din. His comic genius,
we are told, has produced a hilarious and deeply
moving story that allows all the signs of going
down in history as an important cultural record of
'the Asian experience' in Britain. With all the
commercial success and critical acclaim from his
white peers, it would probably of little
consequence to Khan-Din that East is East has
been greeted with feelings of ambivalence, if not
genuine anger and hurt among his Asian
audience.

The Pakistani community in particular might
well feel aggrieved at its deeply negative
representation; the film operates within the logic
of an age-old body of racist assumptions and
stereotypes about Islam and the East. Centred on
the brutal and disastrous attempts of a first
generation Pakistani immigrant, George Khan, to
impose what in the West are seen as repressive
aspects of Islam upon his English wife and their
mixed race children, East is East invites us to enjoy
a film about Asians in Britain in terms of what it
likes best: arranged marriages, domestic violence
and oppression.

George's completely unsympathetic, one-
dimensional character encourages the audiences
to reinforce their view of a foreign villain, by
which they can dismiss domestic violence as
quintessential characteristic of other societies or
part of the backwardness of other cultures. It
seems that the archetypal image of the eastern
male, brutish and oppressive, retains a powerful
hold over the English imagination.

His broken English and-bizarre accent provide
a constant source of amusement by which
Muslims are frequently constructed and
understood. Identified less by its own human
values and religious beliefs than by dietary habits
and rituals like circumcision, Pakistani culture
provides all the biggest laughs in the film, which
ends stereotypically in an 'arranged-marriage
sequence' — a prerequisite in any mainstream
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